The Chemical Processing Industry encompasses a broad range of products, including petrochemical and inorganic chemicals, plastics, detergents, paints, pigments and more. The industry continues to grow as global demand for these products increases in both developed and developing countries.

Industrial Info Resources produces numerous tools within our Market Intelligence Database Platform that allows our clients to understand the trends affecting spending in the Chemical Processing market and quickly drill down into the actionable intelligence needed to take advantage of these opportunities.

**GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS**

**GEOLOCATOR**

- Project & Plant Clustering by Timeframe, Geography & Industry
- Density and Heat Mapping by Total Investment Value

**KEY ACCOUNT LOCATOR (KAL)**

- Global View with Ability to Drill Down to Project- and Unit-Specific Activity
- Assets Owned by Key-Account Plant Owners
HISTORICAL SPEND & FALLOUT ANALYSIS

North America Industrial Spending - March 2017
Active Project Value in $451.4 Billion (4.32% Compared to March 2016)
Year Over Year Change (2010 - 2017)

Spending by Region Year Over Year

North American Industrial Market Spending Summary
Gap Measurement Analysis

Spending Gap Analysis of Planned versus Actual Activity

INTERACTIVE WIDGETS & SAVED INQUIRIES

CPI Projects by Funding Date
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Capital & Maintenance Spending
by Funding Date

Chemical Plant Startups

PLANT COUNT BY STARTUP DATE
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Plants currently in Planning, Engineering, Under Construction as well as Operational & Closed Statuses

CPI Projects by Funding Date

COUNTRY | PROJECT NAME | OWNER | STATUS
--- | --- | --- | ---
U.S.A. | WESTLAKE... | PPG Industria... | Active
Brasil | VIANA... | Fertilizers... | Active
India | VAPI DICHORO... | Vernits... | Active
China | TANGSHAN... | Tangshan... | Active
China | TANGSHAN... | Tangshan... | Active
China | TANGSHAN... | Tangshan... | Active
Oman | SALALAH... | Ocal... | Active
Iran | PASIAN... | Pasargad... | Active
Bangladesh | NAMBUAN... | Tannier... | Active
India | NANDI... | Camphor B... | Active
India | NAMRUH UREA... | Brahmaputra... | Active
India | NAMRUH... | Brahmaputra... | Active
Republic of | NAMGU... | Lotte... | Active
Canada | MILK RIVER... | West Group... | Active
India | KURNIO... | Skirtel... | Active

View all projects (379)

Interactive Tables & Graphs

Ethylene Offline 90 days out

EXPECTED CAPACITY OFFLINE OVER A TIME PERIOD

Based on Saved Search: Offline capacity 90 days out (Run Search)
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